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Imaging mechanism of piezoresponse force microscopy of ferroelectric
surfaces

Abstract
In order to determine the origin of image contrast in piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM), analytical
descriptions of the complex interactions between a small tip and ferroelectric surface are derived for several
sets of limiting conditions. Image charge calculations are used to determine potential and field distributions at
the tip-surface junction between a spherical tip and an anisotropic dielectric half plane. Methods of Hertzian
mechanics are used to calculate the response amplitude in the electrostatic regime. In the electromechanical
regime, the limits of strong (classical) and weak (field-induced) indentation are established and the relative
contributions of electroelastic constants are determined. These results are used to construct ‘‘piezoresponse
contrast mechanism maps’’ that correlate the imaging conditions with the PFM contrast mechanisms.
Conditions for quantitative PFM imaging are set forth. Variable-temperature PFM imaging of domain
structures in BaTiO3 and the temperature dependence of the piezoresponse are compared with Ginzburg-
Devonshire theory. An approach to the simultaneous acquisition of piezoresponse and surface potential
images is proposed.
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Imaging mechanism of piezoresponse force microscopy of ferroelectric surfaces

Sergei V. Kalinin and Dawn A. Bonnell
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, University of Pennsylvania, 3231 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

~Received 10 August 2001; published 11 March 2002!

In order to determine the origin of image contrast in piezoresponse force microscopy~PFM!, analytical
descriptions of the complex interactions between a small tip and ferroelectric surface are derived for several
sets of limiting conditions. Image charge calculations are used to determine potential and field distributions at
the tip-surface junction between a spherical tip and an anisotropic dielectric half plane. Methods of Hertzian
mechanics are used to calculate the response amplitude in the electrostatic regime. In the electromechanical
regime, the limits of strong~classical! and weak~field-induced! indentation are established and the relative
contributions of electroelastic constants are determined. These results are used to construct ‘‘piezoresponse
contrast mechanism maps’’ that correlate the imaging conditions with the PFM contrast mechanisms. Condi-
tions for quantitative PFM imaging are set forth. Variable-temperature PFM imaging of domain structures in
BaTiO3 and the temperature dependence of the piezoresponse are compared with Ginzburg-Devonshire theory.
An approach to the simultaneous acquisition of piezoresponse and surface potential images is proposed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.125408 PACS number~s!: 77.65.2j, 77.80.Bh, 77.80.Dj, 73.30.1y

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, scanning probe microscopy~SPM! based
techniques have been successfully employed in the charac-
terization of ferroelectric surfaces on the micron and nanom-
eter levels.1 The primary SPM techniques used are variants
of noncontact electrostatic SPM such as electrostatic force
microscopy~EFM!, scanning surface potential microscopy
~SSPM!,2,3 and contact techniques such as piezoresponse
force microscopy~PFM!.4–7 Both SSPM and PFM are based
on voltage modulation: i.e., during imaging, the actuator
driving the cantilever is disengaged and an ac bias is applied
directly to a conductive tip. In PFM the tip is in contact with
the surface and the electromechanical response of the surface
is detected as the first-harmonic component of the bias-
induced tip deflection. In SSPM the tip is held at a fixed
distance above the surface~typically 10–100 nm! and the
first harmonic of the electrostatic force between the tip and
surface is nullified by adjusting the constant bias on the tip.
An open loop version of SSPM, in which the feedback is
disengaged and the oscillation amplitude in the noncontact
regime is collected as the image, has also been reported.8

In many cases, the morphological information on domain
structure and orientation obtained from SPM images is suf-
ficient, and numerous observations of local domain dynamics
as related to polarization switching processes,9–11 ferroelec-
tric fatigue,12–15phase transitions,16–19mechanical stresses,20

etc., have been made. However, analysis of local ferroelec-
tric properties including hysteresis measurements,21 stress ef-
fects in thin films,22 size dependence of ferroelectric
properties,23,24etc., requires quantitative interpretation of the
SPM interaction. A detailed analysis of EFM and SSPM im-
aging on ferroelectric surfaces is given by Kalinin and
Bonnell.25 Contrast formation mechanism in PFM is less
understood.26–30Luo et al.17 have found that the temperature
dependence of piezoresponse contrast is similar to that of
spontaneous polarization. This behavior was attributed to the
dominance of electrostatic interactions due to the presence of
a polarization bound charge,31 since the electromechanical
response based on the piezoelectric coefficientd33 would

diverge in the vicinity of the Curie temperature. The pres-
ence of the electrostatic forces hypothesis is also supported
by observations of nonpiezoelectric surfaces.32 In contrast,
the existence of a lateral PFM signal33–35and the absence of
relaxation behavior in PFM contrast as opposed to SSPM
contrast,36,25 as well as numerous observations using both
EFM-SSPM and PFM,37,38clearly point to a significant elec-
tromechanical contribution to PFM contrast. In order to re-
solve the controversy regarding the origins of PFM contrast,
we analyze the contrast formation mechanism and relative
magnitudes of electrostatic versus electromechanical contri-
butions to PFM interactions for the model case ofc1, c2

domains in tetragonal perovskite ferroelectrics. It is shown
that both electrostatic and electromechanical interactions can
contribute to the PFM image. The relative contributions of
these interactions depend on the experimental conditions.
Contrast mechanism maps were constructed to delineate the
regions with dominant electrostatic and electromechanical
interactions. Under some conditions, i.e., those correspond-
ing to a relatively large indentation force and tip radius, the
real piezoelectric coefficient can be determined. This analy-
sis reconciles existing discrepancies in the interpretation of
PFM imaging contrast.

II. PRINCIPLES OF PFM

Piezoresponse force microscopy is based on the detection
of bias-induced surface deformation. The tip is brought into
contact with the surface, and the piezoelectric response of the
surface is detected as the first-harmonic component of bias-
induced tip deflectiond5d01A cos(vt1w). The phasew
yields information on the polarization direction below the
tip. Forc2 domains~polarization vector pointing downward!
the application of a positive tip bias results in the expansion
of the sample and surface oscillations are in phase with the
tip voltage,w50. Forc1 domains,w5180°. The amplitude
A defines the local electromechanical response and depends
on the geometry of the tip-surface system and material prop-
erties. An additional contribution to PFM contrast originates
from long-range electrostatic tip-surface interactions.39 This
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electrostatic interaction is comprised of a local contribution
due to the tip apex and a nonlocal contribution due to the
cantilever.40 Distinguishing electrostatic forces in a PFM ex-
periment is problematic; however, it can be achieved in
SSPM. In SSPM, application of an ac bias to the tip located
at 10–100 nm from the surface results in a strong capacitive
interaction. The cantilever deflection is then proportional to
the first harmonic of the force. The amplitude and relative
phase of cantilever oscillations in the noncontact mode can
be well approximated by simple harmonic-oscillator
models.41

One of the difficulties in a comparison of the relative
magnitudes of electromechanical and electrostatic responses
is the difference in the contrast transfer mechanism. In the
electromechanical case the surface displacement is deter-
mined as a function of applied voltage. In the electrostatic
case the force containing both local and nonlocal compo-
nents is defined. Analysis of contrast formation in PFM
clearly requires reliable estimates of surface displacement
under tip bias for both cases. Given this, frequency-
dependent surface-tip contrast transfer could be constructed.

Analysis of the image formation mechanism requires the
solution of several independent problems. The electrostatic
tip-surface interaction and the magnitude of electrostatic
contrast are analyzed in Sec. III. The mechanism of electro-
mechanical contrast and weak- and strong-indentation limits
are formulated in Sec. IV. PFM contrast mechanism maps
and the temperature dependence of PFM contrast on a
BaTiO3 surface are analyzed in Sec. V.

III. ELECTROSTATIC REGIME

In the electrostatic regime of piezoresponse imaging the
capacitive and Coulombic tip-surface interactions result in an
attractive force between the tip and surface which cause an
indentation. In some cases, these interactions have been ap-
proximated by a plane-plane capacitor. Obviously, this is in-
applicable in contact because a capacitive force in planar
geometry does not cause a tip deflection. A correct descrip-
tion of the electrostatic tip-surface interaction must take into
account the tip shape.

A. Potential distribution in the tip-surface junction

The potential distribution in the tip-surface junction in
noncontact imaging is often analyzed in the metallization
limit for the surface.42 In this limit, the tip-surface capaci-
tanceCd(z,k), wherez is the tip-surface separation andk is
the dielectric constant for the sample, is approximated as
Cd(z,k)'Cc(z), whereCc(z) is the tip-surface capacitance
for a conductive tip and conductive surface. This approxima-
tion breaks down for small tip-surface separations when the
effect of field penetration in the dielectric sample is non-
negligible. For ferroelectric surfaces the effective dielectric
constant is high,k'100– 1000, favoring the metallization
limit. However, in contact tip-surface separationz'0 leads
to a divergence in the capacitanceCc(z) and the correspond-
ing force. To avoid this difficulty and, more importantly, take
into account the anisotropy of the ferroelectric medium, we

calculate the tip-surface force using the image charge method
for spherical tip geometry. This approach is applicable when
the tip-surface separation is small,z!R, whereR is radius of
curvature of the tip.

The potential in air produced by chargeQ at a distanced
above a conductive or dielectric plane located atz50 can be
represented as a superposition of potentials produced by the
original charge and the corresponding image chargeQ8 lo-
cated at positionz5d8 below the plane. The potential in a
dielectric material is equal to that produced by a different
image chargeQ9 located atz5d9.43,44 Values of Q8, Q9,
d8, andd9 for metal and isotropic or anisotropic dielectric
materials are summarized in Table I. Note that the potential
in air above an anisotropic dielectric material is similar to the
isotropic case with an effective dielectric constantkeff

5Akxkz, wherekx and kz are the principal values of the
dielectric constant tensor. Potential and field distributions in-
side the dielectric material are more complex45 and are out of
the scope of the present paper.

To address tip-surface interactions and taking the effect of
the dielectric medium into account, the image charge distri-
bution in the tip can be represented by chargesQi located at
distancesr i from the center of the sphere such that

Qi 115
k21

k11

R

2~R1d!2r i
Qi , ~1a!

r i 115
R2

2~R1d!2r i
, ~1b!

where R is tip radius, d is tip-surface separation,Q0
54p«0RV, r 050, and V is the tip bias. The tip-surface
capacitance is

Cd~d,k!5
1

V (
i 50

`

Qi , ~2!

from which the force can be found. The rotationally invariant
potential distribution in air can be found from Eqs.~1a! and
~1b!. Specifically, the potential on the surface directly below
the tip is

V~0,0!5
1

4p«0

2

k11 (
i 50

`
Qi

R1d2r i
. ~3!

In the conductive surface limit,k5` and Eq.~2! is sim-
plified to46

TABLE I. Image charges for conductive, dielectric, and aniso-
tropic dielectric planes.

Conductive Isotropic dielectric Anisotropic dielectric

Q8 2Q
2

k21

k11
Q 2

Akzkx21

Akzkx11
Q

d8 2d 2d 2d
Q9 0 2k

k11
Q

2Akzkx

Akzkx11
Q

d9 d dAkz /kx
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Cc54p«0R sinhb0(
n51

~sinhnb0!21, ~4!

where b05arccosh@(R1d)/R#. For the conductive tip-
dielectric surface,

Cd54p«0R sinhb0(
n51

S k21

k11D n21

~sinhnb0!21. ~5!

While in the limit of small tip-surface separationCc diverges
logarithmically, Cd converges to the universal ‘‘dielectric’’
limit 47

Cd~k!z5054p«0 R
k21

k11
lnS k11

2 D . ~6!

The distance dependence of the tip-surface capacitance
and surface potential directly below the tip are shown in
Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. For relatively large tip-surface separa-
tions, Cd(z,k)'Cc(z), which is the usual assumption in
noncontact SPM imaging. The most prominent feature of this
solution is that, while for low-k dielectric materials the tip-
surface capacitance achieves the dielectric limit in contact
and hence surface potential is equal to the tip potential, this
is not the case for high-k materials. The tip-surface capaci-
tance, capacitive force, and electric field can be significantly
smaller than in the dielectric limit. The surface potential be-
low the tip is smaller than the tip potential and is inversely
proportional to dielectric constant@Fig. 1~b!#. This is equiva-
lent to the presence of an apparent dielectric gap between the
tip and surface that attenuates the potential, which is often
the explanation for experimental observations.

B. Tip-surface interaction in the electrostatic regime

From Eqs.~2!, ~4!, and~5!, the magnitudes of capacitive
and Coulombic forces between the cantilever-tip assembly
and the surface can be estimated. The capacitive force is

2Fcap5Cloc8 ~Vtip2Vloc!
21Cnl8 ~Vtip2Vs!

2, ~7!

whereVtip is the tip potential,Vloc is the domain-related local
potential directly below the tip,Vs is the surface potential

averaged over the distance comparable to the cantilever
length,Cloc8 is the local part of tip-surface capacitance gradi-
ent, andCnl8 is the nonlocal part due to the cantilever. Typi-
cally, the cantilever length is significantly larger than the
characteristic size of ferroelectric domains; therefore, the
nonlocal part results in a constant background on the image
that does not preclude qualitative domain imaging. The non-
local capacitance gradient can be estimated using plane-
plane geometry asCnl8 5«0S(z1L)22, whereS is the effec-
tive cantilever area andL is the tip length. For a typical tip
with L'10mm andS'23103 mm2, the nonlocal contribu-
tion is Cnl8 '1.8310210 F/m and is independent of the tip
radius. The force for a tip-surface potential difference of 1 V
is Fnl'0.9310210 N. ~The nonlocal contribution rigorously
should also contain a term describing an effect of the conical
part of the tip.25! The local capacitive contribution due to
the tip apex is F loc51.431028 N for z50.1 nm, R
550 nm, i.e., two orders of magnitude larger. However,Cloc8
scales linearly with tip radius and, therefore, for the sharp
tips capable of high-resolution nonlocal contributions to the
signal increase. Similar behavior is found for noncontact
SPMs.48 The Coulombic tip-surface interaction due to the
polarization charge can be estimated using the expression for
the electric field above a partially screened ferroelectric sur-
face, Eu5(12a)P«0

21(11Akxkz)
21, where a is the de-

gree of screening andP is spontaneous polarization~P
50.26 C/m2 for BaTiO3!. For unscreened surfaces,a50, so
this Coulombic contribution in the limitFCoul!Fcap is
FCoul5Cloc(Vtip2Vloc)E

u and for the same tip parameters as
aboveFCoul52.231029 N. However, polarization charge is
almost completely screened in air, typically 12a!1023,
and under these conditions the Coulombic contribution can
be excluded from the electrostatic tip-surface interaction.

Capacitive force results in an indentation of the surface.
In the Hertzian approximation the relationship between the
indentation depthh, tip radius of curvatureR, and loadP is49

h5S 3P

4E* D 2/3

R21/3, ~8!

whereE* is the effective Young’s modulus of the tip-surface
system defined as

1

E*
5

12n1
2

E1
1

12n2
2

E2
. ~9!

E1 , E2 andn1 , n2 are Young’s moduli and Poisson ratios of
tip and surface materials~Fig. 2!. For ferroelectric perovs-
kites Young’s modulus is of the order ofE* '100 GPa. The
contact radiusa is related to the indentation depth asa
5AhR. Hertzian contact does not account for adhesion, and
capillary forces in a tip-surface junction and a number of
more complex models for nanoindentation processes are
known.50

Under typical PFM operating conditions the total force
acting on the tip isF5F01Fel , whereF05k d0 is the elas-
tic force exerted by the cantilever of the spring constantk at
set point deflectiond0 andFel is the electrostatic force. Since

FIG. 1. ~a! Tip-dielectric surface capacitance fork510 ~dotted
line!, k5100 ~dashed line!, and k51000 ~dot-dashed line!, com-
pared to the metallic limit~solid line!. Vertical lines delineate the
region of characteristic tip-surface separations~0.1–1 nm! in con-
tact mode for tip radiusR550 nm. ~b! Surface potential below the
tip for tip-surface separationsz50.1 R ~dot-dashed line!, z50.01R
~dashed line!, andz50.001R ~solid line! as a function of the di-
electric constant of the surface.
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the electrostatic force is modulated,Vtip5Vdc1Vaccos(vt),
the first harmonic of tip deflection is

h1v5
x

2pv E @F01Cloc8 ~Vdc1Vaccos~vt !

2Vloc!
2#2/3cos~vt !dt, ~10!

wherex5(3/4E* )2/3R1/3. In the limit when the indentation
force is much larger than electrostatic force,Fel!F0 , the
effective spring constant of the tip-surface junction iskeff
5]P/]h and the first harmonic of the cantilever response is
h1v5F1v /keff . For a Hertzian indentation the response is

h1v5
2

3 S 3

4E* D 2/3

R21/3F0
21/3F1v . ~11!

This equation can be also obtained directly from an ex-
pansion of the integrand in Eq.~10!. For typical PFM imag-
ing conditions the set point deflection is;100 nm and the
spring constant of the cantileverk varies from ;0.01 to
;100 N/m. Consequently, imaging can be done under a
range of loads spanning at least 4 orders of magnitude from
1 nN to 10mN. For F05100 nN, E* 51011 Pa, and the po-
tential difference between the domainsDV5150 mV, the
PFM contrast between the domains of opposite polarities is
Dh1v56.02310212 m/V. It should be noted that the poten-
tial difference between ferroelectric domains in the ambient
is determined by the properties of the adsorbate layer that
screens spontaneous polarization.51 Under UHV conditions
where the intrinsic screening by charge carriers52 dominates
the potential difference would be larger and can achieve the
limiting value of DV53 V comparable to the band gap. In
this case, the electrostatic PFM contrast between the domains
of opposite polarities can be as large asDh1v51.2
310210 m/V.

It is useful to consider the effect of cantilever stiffness on
the electrostatic contrast. For soft cantilevers the indentation
depth can be extremely small. The electrostatic tip-surface
and even cantilever-surface interaction can dominate over
the elastic load, especially for the large potential difference
between the tip and surface typical during hysteresis mea-
surements or polarization switching. In this case, the linear
approximation of Eq.~11! is no longer valid. In the small
signal approximationVac→0, the response amplitude can
still be obtained from Eq.~10! where the effective load is
now F05kd01Cloc8 (Vdc2Vloc)

2, predicting a decrease of re-
sponse with bias. Interestingly enough, the integral in Eq.

~10! is nullified for zero tip-surface potential difference,
Vdc2Vloc50. Therefore, the imaging mechanism bears a
close similarity to that of noncontact open-loop SSPM and
feedback can be employed to obtain a nulling potential map
on any surface. On piezoelectric surfaces the electromechani-
cal contribution is nonzero and the nulling condition does not
correspond to the equilibrium surface potential. For a small
indentation force the cantilever dynamics is expected to be
significantly more complex; the tip can lose contact with the
surface in the upper part of the trajectory, the cantilever vi-
bration can be significant, etc.

The crossover from the linear response, Eq.~11!, to the
nonlinear behavior for driving voltages ofVac52 V is ex-
pected for spring constantsk'1 N/m, defining the generic
difference between ‘‘soft’’ and ‘‘stiff’’ cantilevers.

IV. ELECTROMECHANICAL REGIME

The electrostatic regime considered above can be applied
to any dielectric surface; however, for ferroelectric and, more
generally, piezoelectric materials, an additional bias-induced
effect is a linear electromechanical response of the surface. A
rigorous mathematical description of the problem is ex-
tremely complex; fortunately, the geometry of the tip-surface
junction in PFM is remarkably similar to the piezoelectric
indentation problem.53–57 In the classical limit, the coupled
electromechanical problem is solved for mixed-value bound-
ary conditions: Vs5Vtip in the contact area and the normal
component of the electric fieldEz50 elsewhere. However,
in the typical PFM experiment the contact area is small and
deformation occurs even when the tip is not in contact due to
the local electric field. In this case, the zero-field approxima-
tion outside of the contact area is invalid; instead, the contact
area itself can be neglected and the surface deformation can
be ascribed solely to field effects. Therefore, we distinguish
two limits for the PFM electromechanical regime.

~i! Strong~classical! indentation: V5Vtip in the contact
area,Ez50 elsewhere.

~ii ! Weak ~field-induced! indentation: contact area is
negligible,EzÞ0.

In practice, both mechanisms might operate and the domi-
nant contribution depends on the imaging parameters.

A. Strong indentation

A complete description of the strong-indentation limit is
given by Giannakopoulos and Suresh,55 who extended Hert-
zian contact mechanics to piezoelectric materials. The rela-
tionship between the loadP, indentor potentialV, and inden-
tation depthsh is

h5
a2

R
1

2b

3a
V, ~12a!

P5a
a3

R
2baV, ~12b!

wherea andb are material-dependent constants anda is the
contact radius. Solving Eqs.~12a! and ~12b! for indentation
depth as a function of indentor bias relevant for PFM yields

FIG. 2. Geometry of the tip indenting the piezoelectric surface.
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a surface deformation as illustrated in Fig. 3~a!. For small
modulation amplitudes, the PFM contrast ish1v

'h8(F,Vdc)Vac, where the functional form ofh(F,Vdc) is
given by Eqs.~12a! and ~12b!. The bias dependence of the
piezoresponse coefficient is given by the local slope,k
5h8(F,Vdc), shown in Fig. 3~b!. For Vdc50 the asymptotic
analysis of Eqs.~12a! and~12b! for thec1 orientation yields
k05 4

3 b/a, while for Vdc→1` andVdc→2` the respective
limits are k1`5 5

3 b/a and k2`5 2
3 b/a @Fig. 3~b!# and are

independent of the tip radius and contact force. The response
amplitude in the strong-indentation limit is high and compa-
rable to the correspondingd33 value ~Table II!.

The applicability of the strong-indentation regime to PFM
contrast is limited. A high dielectric constant leads to a sig-
nificant potential drop between the tip and surface,Vs
!Vtip ; therefore, for an infinitely stiff tip and surface, the
basic assumption of the strong-indentation limit,Vs5Vtip in
the contact area, is not fulfilled. Even for finite contact the
potential on the surface below the tip is lower than the tip
potential and differs from that assumed in the strong inden-
tation limit. It is useful to consider the effect of contact ra-
dius on this assertion. A simple approximation for the surface
potential below the tip isVs5gVtip in the contact area,
whereg is the attenuation factor@Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!#. Such
behavior is referred to as contact-limited strong indentation
~CSI!. Using a spherical approximation for the contact re-
gion, the attenuation factor is estimated asg5(1
1wkeff /akd)

21, wherew is the thickness of the ‘‘apparent’’
dielectric gap (w>0.1 nm), kd is the dielectric constant
in the gap (kd51 – 100),a is the contact radius, andkeff is
the effective dielectric constant of the ferroelectric material.
For planar geometry~i.e., R@a@w!, keff is close tokz for a
ferroelectric material. For the spherical case,keff is close
to Akxkz, imposing an upper and lower limit onkeff . For
a metallic tip the gap effect is expected to be minimal,

while for doped silicon tipsw will be comparable to the
depletion width of the tip material. Even for thin dielectric
layers ~0.1–1 nm! the effective surface potential can be at-
tenuated by as much as a factor of 100 due to a large differ-
ence between the dielectric constants of dielectric and ferro-
electric materials. For imperfect contact the magnitude of the
piezoresponse in the strong-indentation limit can become
comparable to that of the electrostatic mechanism. The de-
viation of the tip shape from spherical~e.g., flattening due to
wear, etc.! reduces the electrostatic response due to a higher
contact stiffness and increases the electromechanical re-
sponse. The resolution in the strong-indentation limit is lim-
ited by the indentation radiusa.

B. Weak indentation

Weak indentation presents the other limiting case in the
PFM experiment when the indentation load and contact area
are small. In this limit, the contribution of the contact area to
the total electromechanical response of the surface can be
neglected~Figs. 4~c! and 4~d!!. The potential distribution in
the tip-surface junction is calculated in the rigid electrostatic
limit as shown in Sec. III A, provided that the dielectric con-
stant of the material is sufficiently high. The electromechani-
cal response of the surface is calculated using the Green’s
function for point force and charge obtained by Karapetian
et al.:57

h~r !5 f
A

r
1q

L~si j ,ei j ,«xx ,«zz!

r
, ~13!

FIG. 3. Indentation depth as a function of tip bias for different
compositions and loads in the strong-indentation limit~a! and pi-
ezoresponse coefficient of BaTiO3 as a function of tip bias for dif-
ferent loads~b!.

TABLE II. Piezoresponse constants for different materials.

Composition
Bulk d33

~m/V! a ~N/m2! b ~N/mV!

Strong
indentation
k0 ~m/V!

Weak
indentation
L ~m2/C!

Weak
indentation
deff ~m/V!

BaTiO3 1.9310210 1.7631011 44.9 3.40310210 1.5431023 1.10310210

PZT4 2.91310210 1.1831011 43.9 4.96310210 2.4131023 1.71310210

PZT5a 3.73310210 9.9831010 45.2 6.04310210 2.6631023 2.05310210

FIG. 4. Tip-surface junction~a! and surface potential~b! in the
strong-indentation limit with and without the apparent gap effect
and tip-surface junction~c! and surface potential~d! in the weak-
indentation limit.
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whereh is the vertical displacement,r is the radial coordi-
nate,f is the point force,q is the point charge,A andL are
material-dependent constants, andr is the distance from the
indentation point. For a distributed charge, the surface defor-
mation is

h~r !5LE s~r0!

ur2r0u
dS, ~14!

where

s~r0!5«0Ez~r0!.

The materials properties affect the PFM contrast through the
coefficientL, while the geometric properties are described by
the ~material-independent! integral.

For spherical tip geometry, the electromechanical surface
response in the weak-indentation limit can be evaluated us-
ing the image charge method developed in Sec. III A. The
surface charge density induced by point chargeQ at distance
l from a conductive or high-k dielectric surface is

s05
Q

4p

2d

~ l 21r 2!3/2.

From Eq.~14!, the charge-induced piezoelectric deformation
of the surface ish5QL/ l . Using the same image charge
series developed in Sec. III A, total tip-induced surface de-
formation is

h5L(
i 50

`
Qi

R1d2r i
5LG~R,d!. ~15!

Note that this expression is remarkably similar to that of the
tip-induced surface potential@Eq. ~3!#. Thus the piezore-
sponse in the weak-indentation limit can be related to the
tip-induced surface potentialVs as h52p«0L(k11)Vs .
Specifically, the surface deformation is linear in the surface
potential,h5deffVs, where the effective piezoresponse con-
stant deff in the weak-indentation limit is deff

52p«0 L(Akxkz11).
For R550 nm, d50.1 nm, and a typical value ofL

'2.531023 m2/C the characteristic piezoresponse ampli-
tude in the weak-indentation limit ish'6.54310212 m/V.
The distance and tip radius dependence of the response is
h;(R/d)0.5, in agreement with a previously used point
charge approximation.58 The effective piezoelectric constant
deff for the weak-indentation limit is remarkably similar tok0
for the strong-indentation limit as shown in Table II. The
difference between the limits arises from the disparate ways
the dielectric gap is taken into account~Fig. 4!. The weak-
indentation limit accounts for the effect of the gap directly in
the functional form of coefficientL, which incorporates the
dielectric properties of the surface@Fig. 4~c!#. In the strong-
indentation limit, the effective dielectric gap must be intro-
duced through the attenuation factorg. The resolution in the
weak-indentation limit is determined by the tip radius of cur-
vature and effective tip-surface separation and is propor-
tional to ARh.

C. Effect of materials properties on the response

A complete analysis of the electromechanical response of
the surface in terms of materials properties is difficult. Even
in the ideal case of known geometry, both strong- and weak-
indentation limits lead to complex expressions that include
ten electroelastic constants for a transversally isotropic me-
dium. In order to clarify the relative contributions of differ-
ent electroelastic constants to PFM, responses both in the
strong- and weak-indentation limits are calculated for a va-
riety of ferroelectric materials.59–61A sensitivity function of
the piezoresponse~PR! is defined as

S~ f i j !5@PR~ f i j 51.1f i j
0 !2PR~ f i j 50.9f i j

0 !#/@0.2PR~ f i j

5 f i j
0 !#, ~16!

where f i j is a selected electroelastic constant andf i j
0 is a

reference value for that constant. A positive value ofS( f i j )
implies that a higher constant favors the piezoresponse,
while a negative value ofS( f i j ) suggests that the response
decreases with this constant.S( f i j )'0 indicates that the re-
sponse is independent of that property. The sensitivity of the
piezoresponse for several ferroelectric materials is shown in
Fig. 5. The piezoresponse in the strong-indentation limit is
clearly dominated by thed33 of the material, while other
electroelastic constants provide minor contributions@Fig.
5~a!#. In the weak-indentation limit bothd33 and«11 strongly
influence the response, significant contributions being pro-
vided by d31 and «33 as well @Fig. 5~b!#. The response in-
creases withd33 and decreases with«11 as expected. The
response in both limits does not depend on the elastic stiff-
nessc12 @Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#. Similar diagrams can be con-
structed for sensitivity as a function of elastic compliances
si j and piezoelectric constantsei j ; however, in this represen-
tation the contributions of all constants are comparable.

The goal is to determine under what conditions a correla-
tion exists between the measured piezoresponse andd33 of
the material. Most early treatments of piezoresponse image
contrast explicitly assumed that the response is proportional
or equal tod33. To test this assertion, the calculated piezo-
response coefficient is compared to the piezoelectric constant
for a series of ferroelectric materials. An almost linear cor-
relation exists between the response in the strong-indentation
limit and d33, PR;1.5d33 @Fig. 6~a!#. In contrast, no such
correlation is observed betweenL and d33 for the weak-
indentation limit@Fig. 6~b!#. The physical origin of this be-
havior is thatL defines the response of the surface to charge

FIG. 5. Sensitivity in the strong-~a! and weak-~b! indentation
limits in the (si j ,di j ,« i j ) representation for BaTiO3 ~j!, PZT4~m!,
and PZT5a~.!.
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and therefore depends on ratios of the typedi j /« i j . Accord-
ing to the Ginzburg-Devonshire theory, these ratios are pro-
portional to the corresponding second-order electrostriction
coefficients, di j /« i j ;Qi j P. Therefore, the effects of the
electromechanical coupling coefficient and dielectric con-
stants counteract each other. On the other hand, the effective
piezoelectric constant in the weak-indentation limit,deff , ex-
hibits a good correlation withd33, deff;0.5d33 @Fig. 6~c!#.
The effective piezoelectric response constants in the weak-
and strong-indentation limits exhibit an almost perfect linear
dependence,deff50.33k0 @Fig. 6~d!#. Despite this similarity,
the strong-indentation limit describes the surface deflection
induced by a knownpotential in the contact area, while the
weak-indentation limit yields the surface deflection due to a
known tip-inducedcharge distributionon the surface.

V. EFFECT OF THE IMAGING CONDITIONS

In the PFM measurement the contrast mechanism will de-
pend on details of the experimental conditions. Depending
on the tip radius and indentation force, both linear and non-
linear electrostatic interactions and strong- and weak-
indentation regimes can occur. In order to relate PFM imag-
ing mechanisms to experimental conditions, contrast
mechanism maps were constructed as shown in Fig. 7. To
delineate the regions with dominant interactions, surface de-
formation in the electrostatic case was estimated using the
distance dependence of the tip-surface capacitance asF1v

52.731028(R/50)(0.1/d)(Vtip2Vs)VacN, where both R
and d are in nanometers. The surface deformationh1v

el was
calculated from Eq.~11!. The boundaries of the nonlocal

regions are established by a comparison of tip apex-surface
capacitance and cantilever-surface capacitance.62 Surface de-
formation in the electromechanical regime was calculated in-
cluding the ‘‘apparent dielectric gap’’ effect ash1v

em5deff /(1
1wkeff /akd), where the contact radiusa is given by the Hert-
zian model andkeff /kd530. The boundary between the
strong- and weak-indentation regimes is given by an attenu-
ation factor of 0.3. The boundary between the electrome-
chanical and electrostatic regions is given by the condition
h1v

em5h1v
el . For small indentation forces a nonlinear dynamic

behavior of the cantilever is expected and the corresponding
condition isFel5F0 . For very large indentation forces, the
load in the contact area can be sufficient to induce plastic
deformation of the surface or tip. The onset of this behavior
is expected whenF0 /pa25E* . High pressures in the con-
tact area can significantly affect the ferroelectric properties
of the material and induce local polarization switching,
etc.,63–65at a strainP/d33;33109 N/m2 for a typical ferro-
electric material. The effect of the tip-surface potential dif-
ference and driving amplitude on imaging can be analyzed
using formalism presented in Secs. III and IV.

The contrast mechanism map in Fig. 7~b! corresponds to
imaging under good tip-surface contact (w50.1 nm) and
zero tip-surface potential difference. The crossover from
contact-limited strong indentation to the strong-indentation
limit depends on the choice of the attenuation factor. Pure
weak-indentation behavior is observable only for large tip

FIG. 6. Correlation between piezoresponse andd33 in the
strong- ~a! and weak-~b! indentation limits for some polycrystal
and single-crystal materials. The correlation between effective pi-
ezoelectric constantsdeff and d33 in the weak-indentation limit~c!
and correlation betweendeff and the piezoresponse in the strong-
indentation limit ~d!. PZT denotes different types of commercial
lead zirconate-titanate ceramics, LN and LT are LiNbO3 and
LiTiO3 , BTC is 95% BaTiO3/5% CaTiO3 ~ceramicB!, and BTP
and BTL are BaTiO3 polycrystals.

FIG. 7. Contrast mechanism maps of piezoresponse force mi-
croscopy. SI is the strong-indentation regime, CSI the contact-
limited strong indentation regime, WI the weak-indentation regime,
LE the linear electrostatic regime, NE the nonlinear electrostatic
regime, NL the nonlocal interactions, and PD the plastic deforma-
tion. The dotted line delineates the region where stress-induced
switching is possible.~a! w50.1 nm, DV5Vtip-Vs50 V, ~b! w
50.1 nm, DV51 V, ~c! w51 nm, DV51 V, and ~d! w50.1 nm,
DV55 V.
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radii and small indentation forces. Typically, the ferroelectric
domains are associated with surface potential variations and
the tip potential is not equal to the surface potential. The
contrast mechanism map in Fig. 7~b! corresponds to imaging
under good tip-surface contact (w50.1 nm) and moderate
tip-surface potential difference (Vtip2Vloc51 V). Less per-
fect contact that results from oxidized tips or poorly conduc-
tive coating, as well as the presence of contaminants, will
expand the weak-indentation and linear electrostatic regions,
primarily at the expense of the strong-indentation region
@compare Figs. 7~b! and 7~c!#. Increasing the tip-surface po-
tential difference increases the electrostatic contribution@Fig.
7~d!#. Consequently, the nonlinear electrostatic region ex-
pands and can even eliminate the linear electrostatic region.
However, above a certain tip-surface potential difference or
driving voltage the linear approximation, Eq.~11!, is no
longer valid and Eq.~10! must be used. The effect of high
driving voltages and tip-surface potential difference is an in-
crease of the indentation forceF5F01Cloc8 (Vtip2Vloc)

2, ex-
panding the electromechanical region. If ‘‘true’’ PFM is the
ability to quantify the piezoelectric coefficient directly from
the measurements, it can be achieved only in the strong-
indentation region. As shown in Fig. 6,k0 correlates linearly
with d33 in the strong-indentation regime. In the weak-
indentation regime and contact-limited strong-indentation re-
gime, the properties of the surface can still be obtained indi-
rectly as discussed in Sec. IV B. Finally, in the electrostatic
regime the PFM image is dominated by long-range electro-
static interactions and piezoelectric properties of the material
are inaccessible. In certain cases the surface charge distribu-
tion is directly correlated with ferroelectric domain structure;
therefore, qualitative information on domain topology can
still be obtained. These results allow multiple controversies
in the interpretation of PFM contrast to be reconciled by
elucidating experimental conditions under which electro-
static versus electromechanical mechanisms dominate. Ac-
quisition of quantitative information requires blunt tips and
intermediate indentation forces to avoid pressure-induced

polarization switching: i.e., operation regimes to the right
of the dotted line in Fig. 7. The use of a top metallic elec-
trode as proposed by Christmanet al.66 is the limiting case of
this consideration.

The contrast mechanism maps in Fig. 7 are quantitative
for a spherical tip; however, gradual tip wear during the im-
aging is inevitable and can be easily detected using appro-
priate calibration standards. The influence of tip flattening on
PFM contrast mechanisms is shown in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!.
The response was calculated as a function of contact radius
for fixed electrostatic force corresponding toR5100 nm. In
contrast to the spherical case, the contact stiffness for a flat
indentor does not depend on the indentation force; hence, the
crossover from the electrostatic to electromechanical regime
occurs at some critical contact radius. Since the sphere-plane
model is less accurate for this case, the degree of approxi-
mation associated with it results in the more qualitative na-
ture of the contrast map. It should be noted, however, that the
electrostatic force can be measured directly67 and used for
the construction of the map for an individual tip.

The application of these analytical solutions to the tem-
perature dependence of the piezoresponse of BaTiO3 is illus-
trated in Fig. 9. In the strong-indentation regime, the re-
sponse is proportional tod33 and is expected to diverge with
temperature nearTc . The experimental observations do not
support this conjecture. The temperature dependence of PFM
contrast is calculated according to Karapetianet al.57 for the
weak-indentation limit. The temperature dependence of the
electroelastic constants for BaTiO3 was calculated by
Ginzburg-Devonshire theory68,69 and the temperature depen-
dence forL(T) is compared to experimental measurements
in Fig. 9. The temperature dependence of the piezoresponse

FIG. 8. Contrast mechanism maps of piezoresponse force mi-
croscopy as a function of contact radius and indentation force. SI
corresponds to the strong-indentation regime, CSI the contact-
limited strong indentation regime, WI the weak-indentation regime,
LE the linear electrostatic regime, NE the nonlinear electrostatic
regime, and PD the plastic deformation. The dotted line delineates
the region where stress-induced switching is possible. The maps are
constructed for good tip-surface contact (w50.1 nm) and bad con-
tact (w51 nm).

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of elastic constants~a!, piezo-
electric constants~b!, and dielectric constants~c! for BaTiO3 calcu-
lated from Ginzburg-Devonshire theory and temperature depen-
dence of the piezoresponse coefficient in the WI and CSI limits~d!.
Note thatL depends on the ten electroelastic constants of the ma-
terial. Unlike d33, the response in the weak-indentation and
contact-limited strong-indentation regimes does not diverge at the
Curie temperature, thus suggesting that PFM contrast on BaTiO3

surfaces is strongly influenced by the dielectric gap effect.
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in the contact-limited strong indentation limit is also
shown.19 In contrast to the strong-indentation limit no diver-
gence occurs in the temperature dependence of the weak-
indentation and contact-limited strong-indentation limits,
consistent with experimental behavior. The physical origin of
this behavior is that not only the piezoelectric constant, but
also the dielectric constant increases with temperature. Simi-
lar behavior has been observed by other authors.36 Thus the
temperature dependence of experimental PFM contrast sug-
gests that under experimental conditions~F0'200 nN,
nominal tip radiusR'30 nm, tip is not blunted! the imaging
mechanism of PFM is governed by the dielectric gap effect.
Furthermore, from Fig. 7 the width of the ‘‘apparent gap’’ in
these measurements can be estimated as.1 nm. This con-
clusion is verified by small experimental piezoresponse co-
efficients~;4 pm/V! ~Refs. 70–72! as compared to the cal-
culated value for BaTiO3 ~;50–100 pm/V!.

Electrostatic tip-surface interactions can be significantly
affected by local surface charging.73–77 Clearly, elucidating
the charge effects in the PFM requires a reliable way to
probe the local piezoresponse and long-range electrostatic
forces simultaneously. This is especially important for inves-
tigations of dynamic phenomena in which large time inter-
vals between sequential PFM-SSPM images are unaccept-
able. Under equilibrium conditions, simultaneous acquisition
of piezoresponse and potential images can facilitate the cor-
relation between topographic, potential, and piezoresponse
features and analysis of surface properties. We have shown
that simultaneous PFM and SSPM imaging can be imple-
mented using the usual interleave mode so that the topogra-
phy and piezoresponse are acquired in contact and the poten-
tial is collected on the interleave line.78 Figure 10 illustrates
several examples of simultaneous piezoresponse and poten-
tial imaging on BaTiO3 and PZT. An open loop version of
SSPM is used. For BaTiO3 both SSPM and PFM features are
related to the surface domain structure and therefore are
closely correlated. For PZT the information provided by the
two is complementary. However, after polarization switching
the regions with deposited charge and reversed polarization
are distinguished. This illustrates the approach to indepen-
dently obtain information that allows capacitive versus elec-
tromechanical interactions to be quantified.

VI. SUMMARY

Analytical models for electrostatic and electromechanical
contrast in PFM have been developed. Image charge calcu-
lations are used to determine potential and field distributions
in the tip-surface junction between a spherical tip and an
anisotropic dielectric half plane. For high-dielectric-constant
materials the surface potential directly below the tip is sig-
nificantly smaller than the tip potential, implying the pres-
ence of an effective dielectric gap. The effect of the un-
screened polarization charge during PFM is estimated and is
shown to be negligible under ambient conditions for
BaTiO3 . Within the electromechanical regime, strong~clas-
sical! and weak~field-induced! indentation limits were dis-
tinguished. The contribution of different electroelastic con-

stants of the material to the response amplitude was
investigated and an almost linear correlation between the pi-
ezoresponse andd33 was illustrated for a series of PZT ma-
terials in the strong-indentation regime. These solutions are
represented by contrast mechanism maps that elucidate the
effect of experimental conditions on PFM. An approach for
simultaneous acquisition of the piezoresponse and surface
potential image was developed. These data were shown to be
complementary for the general case. Finally, based on these
solutions the temperature dependence of the piezoresponse
on a BaTiO3 surface was interpreted in terms of a weak-
indentation and dielectric-gap model. These solutions can be
extended to domains of random orientation and to the analy-
sis of stress effects in thin films by using renormalized effec-
tive electromechanical constants. Expressions for the poten-
tial and field in the tip-surface junction and in the
ferroelectric provide the framework for analyzing polariza-
tion switching phenomena and the quantification of local
hysteresis loops.
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FIG. 10. Surface topography~left!, piezoresponse~central!, and
open loop SSPM~right! images froma–c domains on the BaTiO3
~100! surface~top!, for a pristine PZT surface~middle!, and for PZT
after switching by 10 V at 2.5mm and210 V at 1mm. Potential
and piezoresponse images are obtained simultaneously.
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